The

Wellness Equation
Exploring the healing connection between yoga + medicine

This book is a must for:
ёё Medical practitioners
ёё Alternative healthcare providers
ёё Physical therapists
ёё Personal trainers
ёё Chiropractors
ёё People struggling with addictions
ёё Those seeking greater overall health
ёё Anyone who wants to make a positive change in their life
“Michelle Lindsey-Wehner has put together a comprehensive guide
that puts the entire subject of Yoga and traditional medicine into an
easy-to-understand perspective that clearly guides you into making
a dramatic difference in your life and the lives of others. I strongly
recommend this important book.”
— Joseph Sugarman
Chairman, BluBlocker Corporation

Michelle Lindsey-Wehner, PT, MBA, CPT, shares
practical, simple, highly effective yoga techniques
that will enable you to become more aware of your
body and breath, creating peace, enjoyment of your
life and improved health. Michelle blends her experience as a phyiscal therapist and certified personal
trainer with her Kundalini Yoga practice, as taught
by Yogi Bhajan. You will find hands-on postures, exercises and learing experiences. If you are a therapist,
she has also included information on how you can
receive optimal reimbursement when implementing therapeutic yoga in your practice.
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“This magical book brings together the wisdom of modern physical
therapy and the ancient yogic understanding of the body — a must
read! Ms. Lindsey provides us with a rich grasp on how to build your
body for a healthier, happier life.”
— Sangeet Kaur Khalsa
KRI Senior Lead Trainer

Order from: www.yogacademy.net

ISBN: 978-0-9838509-0-8

or email: mlindsey19@cox.net

Format: 8.5 x 11 inch Softcover

$29.95 USD.

220 Pages

Quantity discounts available
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“This is excellent information. I have had the immediate opportunity to
implement elements I learned about patient care. Transitioning from
poses to increase and decrease base of support in itself is a powerful
tool, but when combined with root chakra unwinding and the breath, it
becomes exponentially beneficial to patients. It is time for therapists to
discover the powerful tool that yoga is. This book facilitates that. ”
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— Peder Dahl, Physical Therapist
Phoenix, Arizona

“This magical book brings together the wisdom of modern physical
therapy and the ancient yogic understanding of the body — a must
read! Ms. Lindsey provides us with a rich grasp on how to build your
body for a healthier, happier life.”
Sangeet Kaur Khalsa, KRI Senior Lead Trainer

Author Michelle Lindsey-Wehner, PT, MBA, CPT shares
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practical, simple, highly effective yoga techniques that will enable you to
become more aware of your body and breath, creating peace, enjoyment
of your life and improved health. Michelle blends her experience as a phyiscal therapist and certified personal trainer with her Kundalini Yoga practice, as taught by Yogi Bhajan. You will find hands-on postures, exercises
and learing experiences. If you are a therapist, she has also included information on how you can receive optimal reimbursement when implementing therapeutic yoga in your practice.

